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Electrochemo-dynamical characterization of polypyrrole actuators coated on gold electrodes†

J. G. Martinez, a,b T. F. Otero a and E. W. H. Jager a,d

Polypyrrole coated gold wires were subjected to consecutive square current waves in LiClO₄ aqueous solutions using the same constant anodic and cathodic charge. Parallel in situ diameter variations were followed using a laser scan micrometer. The procedure was repeated by changing one experimental variable every time: applied current, electrolyte concentration or working temperature to perform electrochemodynamical characterization of the system. On average, the diameter follows a linear variation of the consumed charge, as expected for any faradaic system, although a high dispersion was attained in the data. Such deviations were attributed to the presence of irreversible hydrogen evolution at the gold/polypyrrole interface at cathodic potentials more than 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, detected and quantified from separated coulouvoltammetric responses. Despite this parallel hydrogen evolution the consumed energy during reactions is a robust sensor of the working conditions. In conclusion a gold support, the metal most used for technological applications of conducting polymers, should be avoided when a device is driven by current flow in the presence of aqueous solutions, water contamination or moisture: a fraction of the charge will be consumed by hydrogen generation with possible degradation of the device.

Introduction

Artificial muscles from conducting polymers (CPs) constitute an emerging technology in the actuator field. They are bio-mimetic actuators having a similar composition (reactive macromolecules, ions and water) and working in a similar way to natural muscles: when an electrical pulse arrives to the conducting polymer (CP), a chemical reaction occurs varying the chemical composition and the physical properties of the material including the material volume.17–23 In natural muscles, an ionic pulse arises from the nerve axon, liberates calcium ions inside the sarcomere triggering the ATP reaction whose energy is translated to conformational changes in the myosin motor proteins resulting in a macroscopic movement.24,25

The driving electrochemical reaction in CPs exchanging anions during reactions can be expressed as:6

\[
\text{Pol}^* + n(A^-)_{\text{sol}} + m(S) \xrightarrow{\text{red}} [(\text{Pol})^{n+}(A^-)_n(S)_m]_{\text{gel}} + n(e^-)_{\text{metal}}
\]

where Pol* represents the active centres of the polymeric chains storing a positive charge after oxidation; subindex s means solid, sol, solution. Anions coming from solution, A–, maintain the film’s electroneutrality when n electrons (e–) are removed from the polymeric chains during oxidation. The exchanged solvent (S) balances the intermolecular forces and osmotic pressure in the now gel-like CP (subindex gel). The gel composition and the gel volume are under control, at any actuation time, of the number, n, of electrons extracted per chain or of the consumed charge to oxidize the polymer film.26

Any physical or chemical variable acting on the reaction rate (temperature, electrolyte concentration, active centre concentration in the polymeric film) influences the swelling/shrinking rates and the actuating properties of the material.8,26–28 The effect of the electrolyte concentration on the electrochemical response has been used to build concentration sensors.27,29–37 The influence of the electrolyte concentration and temperature on the actuation is being studied by different authors trying to get a deeper understanding and improving the actuation process.38–47

When the voltammetric results from CP film coating metals are represented as coulovoltammetric responses, the irreversible generation of hydrogen at the polymer/metal interface was detected and quantified.48,49 This important consumption of charge decreases the efficiency (as this charge is not used for actuation) and promotes a parallel degradation of the actuating polymer supported by a metal.49

The synthesis conditions of polypyrrole (PPy) have been well studied, including the effect of the pyrrole concentration,
the type of counter-ion present and its concentration, the solvent, and the potential or current applied.50–58

Many actuators use sputtered or thermally evaporated gold films as supports of the conducting polymer films.13,16,59–71 Here, the effect of different experimental variables (temperature, applied current and electrolyte concentration) on the evolution of the PPy dimensions (electro-chemo-mechanical or electro-chemo-dynamical characterization) supported by gold wires will be followed using a Laser Scan Micrometer (LSM).72 The presence of some parallel hydrogen evolution will also be checked and quantified and its strong influence on the actuation results is discussed here.

Results

Different applied currents

Before each experiment the state of the PPy electrode was checked by a voltammetric control between −0.7 V and 0.3 V at 20 mV s⁻¹ in 0.1 M LiClO₄ aqueous solution, stopping every time the potential sweep at the cathodic potential limit. Then the electrode is subjected to three consecutive square current waves consuming 8 mC during each anodic or cathodic step in order to get stationary chronopotentiometric responses.

The experimental procedure was repeated by changing one experimental variable every time. By applying square current waves of different currents while keeping constant the rest of the experimental variables (consumed anodic and cathodic charge, polymer, electrolyte concentration and temperature) the normalized chronopotentiometric (potential/time) responses (the initial potential was set to zero every time) are depicted by Fig. 1a (anodic) and Fig. 1b (cathodic) (see ESI† results for the different variables). By consuming the same anodic and cathodic charge for every experiment the actuator should be expected to move between the same initial and final redox state of the constituent PPy film. In order to consume the same charge \(q = it\) with every experimental current \(i\) the period \(t\) of the square wave was varied in accordance with the applied current.

The diameter variation of the PPy coated gold electrode during oxidation is shown in Fig. 1c and during reduction in Fig. 1d. As expected from reaction (1), during the oxidation reaction, the electrode diameter swells by insertion of counter

---

**Fig. 1** Normalized anodic (a) and cathodic (b) chronopotentiometric responses obtained from a PPy gold coated wire in 0.1 M LiClO₄ aqueous solution submitted to consecutive square current waves for the same oxidation and reduction charges (0.8 mC) attained by flow of different currents (from 0.045 to 0.4 mA), indicated in the figure, at room temperature (21°C). Simultaneous variation of the electrode diameter (average from five measurements) during the anodic (c), or the cathodic (d) processes. (e) Average final electrode diameter after consumption of a constant charge of 8 mC every time. (f) Consumed electrical energy as a function of the applied current: sensing calibration curves.
ions (anions) and solvent. During reduction counter ions and solvent are expelled to the electrolyte, the PPy electrode shrinks and the diameter decreases. A higher applied current driving the reaction results in a faster movement. The rate of the dimensional variation is not fully linear, being slower at the beginning of the processes and faster at the end. This non-linearity has been attributed to a different number of water molecules per exchanged ion (required for osmotic balance inside the film) at the beginning and at the end of the process and a faster solvent draining (electro-osmotic effect) from a shrunken film.

The total diameter variation of the PPy coated gold wire as a function of the applied current can be seen in Fig. 1e. A large dispersion on the measured diameter can be observed. Such dispersion and the non-constancy of the diameter variation, as expected from the constant consumed charge, could be mainly related to the possible presence of a parallel hydrogen release and some kinetic effect of the osmotic pressure. Applying higher currents here has a similar effect to applying a higher frequency as reported by Jafeen et al.

By integration of Fig. 1a and b the consumed electrical energy \( E = i \Delta t \) during the actuator movement is attained. Fig. 1f indicates that the consumed energy is a linear function of the applied current. This means that the energy consumed by the actuator senses the driving current, i.e., the actuator simultaneously acts as a sensor. The lines in Fig. 1f are the calibrating lines of the sensor for both, anodic and cathodic processes. Any physical or chemical perturbation affecting reaction (1) should promote a shift in the reaction energy to fit the new imposed energetic requirements (Otero’s principle).

The current is such a variable determining the reaction rate, so the energy \( E = i \Delta t \) required to move between the same initial and final oxidation states is a linear function (a sensor) of the applied current (Fig. 1f). A detailed theoretical description of the origin of the current sensing properties has been described previously by Otero et al. Similar results have been obtained with different bending actuators based on conducting polymers.

**Different electrolyte concentrations**

Normalized chronopotentiograms obtained at different electrolyte concentrations while keeping the other experimental variables (oxidation and reduction time, electrolyte concentration, applied current and temperature) constant are shown in Fig. 3a for the anodic and Fig. 2b for the cathodic processes. As in the previous case, the consumed charge is constant, during both, oxidation and reduction processes: constant anodic/cathodic currents were applied, at every temperature, for a constant time.

The diameter variation of the PPy coated gold wire is shown in Fig. 2c and d for the oxidation and reduction processes, respectively. As above for different currents (Fig. 1), during oxidation the PPy film swells by insertion of balancing counter ions (anions) and solvent, as expected from reaction (1), causing a diameter increase. During reduction, counter ions and solvent are expelled to the electrolyte and PPy shrinks, causing a decrease of the diameter. In fact some small deviations from the linearity are observed during the oxidation process: a slower increase of the diameter at the beginning of the actuation and faster at the end of the current flow.

Here, the apparent noise (dispersion of the measured diameter) is even greater than for the results attained applying different currents. This fact points again to hydrogen evolution at the gold-conducting polymer interface.

The total diameter variation of the PPy coated gold wire as a function of the electrolyte temperature can be seen in Fig. 2e. Despite consumption of the same charge every time, the diameter increment is not constant, as would be expected for a faradaic process. Dispersion of the diameter and noise during measurements points to the simultaneous presence of gas evolution from the electrode during experimental measurements.

By integration of Fig. 2a and b the consumed electrical energy \( U = i \Delta t \) during the actuator movement is attained. Fig. 2f indicates that the consumed energy is a linear function of the working temperature. This means that, despite the observed dispersion of the final diameter variation, the energy consumed by the actuator senses (is a linear sensor) the working temperature. Fig. 2f presents the sensing calibration curves for both, anodic and cathodic processes. Again the energy of the driving reaction adapts to, and senses, the thermal working conditions: higher available thermal energies require the consumption of lower electrical energies for the actuation. Similar results have been obtained with different bending actuators based on conducting polymers.

**Different temperatures**

Normalized chronopotentiometric responses obtained at different temperatures while keeping the rest of the experimental variables (oxidation and reduction time, applied current, electrolyte concentration and applied current) constant are shown in Fig. 2a for the anodic and Fig. 2b for the cathodic processes. As in the previous case, the consumed charge is constant, during both, oxidation and reduction processes: constant anodic/cathodic currents were applied, at every temperature, for a constant time.

The diameter variation of the PPy coated gold wire for the chronopotentiometric experiments is shown in Fig. 3c for the oxidation and in Fig. 3d for the reduction processes. As presented above for the study of the applied current and temperature the diameter increases during oxidation (swelling) and decreases during reduction (shrinking), as expected from reaction-driven (reaction (1)) actuation. Again noise and dispersion (Fig. 3e) of the final diameter variation point to an important influence of some parallel hydrogen generation at the gold-conducting polymer interface. Despite that, the total movement is almost constant in every case, as expected from a reaction-driven actuation.

As in previous studies there seems to be an indication of a maximum expansion at an optimum electrolyte concentration. However the error in this particular study is too large to draw any solid conclusions.

By integration of Fig. 3a and b the electrical energy consumed during the actuator movement is attained. Fig. 3f indicates that
the consumed energy is a semi-logarithmic function of the working concentration. This means that the energy consumed by the actuator to achieve a constant volume change is a sensor of the electrolyte concentration, the sensor calibration curves for both, anodic and cathodic processes are shown in Fig. 3f. Again the energy consumed during a constant (in average)
diameter variation adapts (senses) the chemical energy (electrolyte concentration) of the ambient: rising available chemical energies requires the consumption of lower electrical energies during actuation. Similar results have been obtained with different actuators based on conducting polymers and checked at different electrolyte concentrations.27,79

Fig. 3 Normalized anodic (a) and cathodic (b) chronopotentiometric responses obtained from a PPy gold coated wire in different concentrations of LiClO₄ aqueous solution submitted to consecutive square current waves of \pm 0.2 mA, at 21 °C, for the same oxidation and reduction charges. Parallel variation of the electrode diameter during the anodic (c), or the cathodic (d), process. (e) Average electrode diameter (five different repetitions) after consumption of a constant charge of 6 mC every time. (f) Consumed electrical energy as a function of the electrolyte concentration: sensing calibration curves.
Voltammetric and coulovoltammetric control

In order to clarify the origin of the noise in the experimental responses, the dispersion of the results for each studied variable and the poor linearity between the consumed charge and the diameter variation, as should be expected for a faradaic process, the voltammetric and the coulovoltammetric behaviour of both, uncoated and PPy coated gold electrodes, were studied. Fig. 4a and b show the voltammetric responses in 0.1 M LiClO₄ aqueous solution from the uncoated and coated, respectively, electrodes from different cathodic potential limits to the same anodic potential limit of 0.25 V at 20 mV s⁻¹. From bare gold wires only cathodic currents flow through the electrode at cathodic potentials more than 0 V. Voltammetric responses under analogous

Fig. 4 (a) Cyclic voltammograms obtained from an uncoated gold wire from different cathodic potential limits to the same anodic potential limit of 0.3 V at 20 mV s⁻¹ in 0.1 M LiClO₄ aqueous solution at room temperature. (b) Similar voltammetric responses using a PPy coated gold wire electrode. (c) Evolution of the consumed charge (coulolvoltammograms) during the voltammetric responses of Fig. 3a, or (d), during responses from Fig. 3c. (e) Irreversible charge consumed during voltammetric experiments at different cathodic potential limits for both, uncoated and PPy coated gold wires.
conditions from the PPy coated gold wires show typical voltamograms from PPy films.

Coulolvoltammetric responses, obtained by the integration of the voltammograms, are powerful tools to reveal, detect and quantify reversible and irreversible redox processes occurring in conducting polymer coatings. Here the voltammetric responses from Fig. 4a and b were integrated to get the coulovoltammograms shown in Fig. 4c and d for uncoated and coated PPy gold wires, respectively. Responses from the PPy–gold electrode up to cathodic potential limits less cathodic than −0.0 V (versus Ag/AgCl) give closed coulovoltammetric loops indicating that only reversible oxidation/reduction reactions are present in the film: oxidation charges equal reduction charges. For more cathodic potential limits every coulovoltammogram presents two well differentiated parts: a closed loop on the right side whose charge difference from the minimum to the maximum accounts for the reversible redox processes inside the polypyrrole film, and an open part on the left side of this loop. The charge difference from the initial point to the final point of this open part determines the charge consumed by an irreversible reduction reaction (Fig. 4d inset, for the most cathodic potential limit).

For the uncoated electrode only the irreversible open part is present (Fig. 4c), no matter the cathodic potential limit. The irreversible charge consumed during the voltammetric experiments for the different cathodic potential limits from both, coated and uncoated gold electrodes is depicted in Fig. 4e. The polypyrrole film coating the gold electrode protects the metal surface from the direct contact of the electrolyte thereby reducing the irreversible reactions and thus giving lower irreversible charges than those attained for the same process on the uncoated gold electrode. Hydrogen evolution at the gold-conducting polymer interface was proposed as the origin of the irreversible charge: self-supported polypyrrole films do not give any hydrogen evolution up to −2.5 V.

The formation, growth and migration of hydrogen bubbles from the gold-conducting polymer interface should originate those important noises observed by the experimental diameter variation (Fig. 1c, d, 2c, d, 3c and d). The charge consumed by the hydrogen evolution has low reproducibility under similar experimental conditions. The result is a lower reproducibility of either the charge fraction consumed by polypyrrole reactions or the concomitant diameter variation and a great dispersion of the results for different values of each studied variable (Fig. 1c, 2c, 3c and 4e).

Under those circumstances the result is surprisingly that the consumed energy \( E = i \int \text{d}t \), which means the area under the chronopotentiometric experimental responses multiplied by the applied current, still is a very robust sensor (Fig. 1f, 2f and 3f) of the studied variables. The energy consumed for the film oxidation is always different than that required for film reduction due to the asymmetry of the structural reaction-driven changes.

The charge consumed by irreversible hydrogen evolution at the gold-conducting polymer interface and the formation of the concomitant hydrogen bubbles and their diffusion across the PPy film can explain the empirical dispersion from the expected constant variation of the diameter. Qualitatively, higher experimental currents lead to a higher cathodic potential (Fig. 1a) and, consequently, more charge consumed by the irreversible hydrogen evolution (according to Fig. 4c). This means that a lower fraction of the charge is consumed by the PPy reaction giving volume and diameter variations as depicted by Fig. 1e: the diameter variation decreases, in average, for rising currents.

Experimental

Lithium perchlorate LiClO₄ (Acros Organics) was used as received. Pyrrole (Sigma-Aldrich) was distilled before used under vacuum and stored at −18 °C in the refrigerator in a nitrogen atmosphere. Ultrapure water was obtained from Millipore Milli-Q equipment (18.2 MΩ).

A polypyrrole coated gold wire was used as a working electrode. It was fabricated employing a gold wire (having an average diameter of 0.5 mm) from Goodfellow. The gold wire was electrically insulated with an electrically insulating heat-shrink polymer, leaving an uncoated length of 10 mm in the middle of the wire. This wire was used as a working electrode for polypyrrole electrodeposition. A cylindrical gold counter electrode was used for the polymerization of the polypyrrole films, ensuring a uniform electrical field around, and thus a uniform coating of the working electrode. This counter electrode was constructed by first thermally evaporating a layer of chromium (30 Å) onto an acetate sheet. This formed an adhesion layer onto which gold (2000 Å) was then thermally evaporated. This flexible material was cut into an appropriate shape to fit the cylindrical electrochemical cell.

For the electrogeneration, a cylindrical electrochemical cell with a diameter of 2 cm was used. The working electrode was set in the center of the cell, surrounded by the counter electrode. A silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrode from BASi was used as the reference electrode located very close to the upper part of the working electrode. The polypyrrole coating was obtained in 8 mL of 0.1 M LiClO₄ and 0.1 M pyrrole acetonitrile solution by applying a constant potential of 0.872 V versus Ag/AgCl, during the time required to consume a constant charge of 130 mC. After electrogeneration, the polypyrrole films were reduced at −0.322 V versus Ag/AgCl during 300 s. Employing the same procedure every time, different coatings were attained, having the same thickness (as expected it is a function of the consumed charge) and the same mass. In this work, cylindrical films having a 3.81 ± 0.46 µm of thickness and 0.32 ± 0.03 mg of mass were obtained.

After generation the coated electrode was immersed in water for 20 seconds and then was dried for 3 minutes in air, ensuring always the same state. Then the thickness of the polymer films was determined by measuring the difference between the diameter of the coated and uncoated wire, using a Laser Scan Micrometer (LSM), keeping the position of the electrode constant. Next, the polypyrrole coated electrode was weighed and the polypyrrole mass was obtained by mass difference between the coated...
and the uncoated electrode using a Sartorius BP210D balance (precision 10^{-5} g).

The electrochemical characterization and simultaneous determination of the induced diameter variation was performed in a transparent glass cell of 50 mL (Starna) with a rectangular cross-section. A flat and rectangular platinized titanium electrode was used as a counter-electrode. The electrolyte was 0.1 M LiClO_4 aqueous solution, which was filtrated through a 0.2 μm filter to remove any potential particulate matter that could interfere with the LSM.

Electrochemical experiments were performed using a potentiostat–galvanostat Autolab PGSTAT-20 attached to a personal computer with GPES software.

Diameter variations were measured using a LSM from Mitutoyo (Mitutoyo LSM-501H) controlled by means of a display unit (Mitutoyo LSM-6100). In order to obtain dynamic measurements, the output signal of the LSM (diameter of the working electrode) was fed to the potentiostat where it was recorded simultaneously with the electrochemical experiments (Fig. 5). For more details on the measurement procedure we refer to Melling et al.\textsuperscript{72}

Conclusions

The diameter variation of PPy coated gold electrodes was followed using a laser scan micrometer parallel to the film oxidation/reduction under square current waves in LiClO_4 aqueous solution.

The diameter of the PPy coated wire increases during oxidation and decreases during reduction whatever the studied experimental variable: applied current, temperature and electrolyte concentration. Those facts corroborate that the electrochemically induced volume change of this PPy(ClO_4) system is driven by the exchange of anions between the film and the electrolyte.

The attained results point to the faradaic nature of the dimension variations for the different studied variables. The charge controls, through reaction (1), the number of exchanged ions, the film volume and the film diameter variation and the current controls, through the same reaction, the rate of the diameter variation.

The important dispersion of the attained results, related to previous characterization of different actuators based on conducting polymers, is due to the important simultaneous evolution of hydrogen at cathodic potentials more than 0.0 V (Ag/AgCl). The charge consumed by this irreversible reaction during the PPy actuation was detected and quantified from the coulovoltagmometric responses. Results from the literature show that so high irreversible charges were not detected, for the same potential ranges, when the PPy film was coated on wires from other metals.

In the experimental results presented in this paper the potential evolves up to ~0.8 V during the reduction process by flow of a constant cathodic current. This means that the perturbation of the experimental responses by the formation and growth of hydrogen bubbles at the gold–CP interface between 0.0 and 0.8 V and their migration across the polymer film can be the origin of the diameter variation dispersion related to the expected constant faradaic results.

Despite the parallel presence of the irreversible hydrogen evolution the electrical energy consumed during the film actuation maintains the high sensing ability of those dual electrochemical sensing-actuators: a linear or semi-logarithmic variation of the consumed energy with the studied variable. During actuation (oxidation/reduction) the consumed energy is a robust sensor of: the applied current, the working temperature or the ion concentration in the electrolyte.

Gold electrodes should be avoided for technological applications of conducting polymers driven by current flow in the presence of aqueous solutions, water contamination or moisture: an important fraction of the applied charge will be consumed by hydrogen generation.
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